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Hello all,
   I have included several items that I would appreciate you dispersing to your teams. 

1.   I have included the heat sheet for the weekend, with the exception of the deck seeded events.  We w
heat sheets available for sale, so please have your parents print one if they like to have a hard copy.  It w
available on Meet Mobile, as well as our website. 

2.  I have included a session timeline. Please note the slightly different start times for the 
sessions.  

3. I have included the warm-up assignments and schedule for the weekend.  
will have assigned warm-up lanes for the rest of the sessions.  

4a.  I have attached a map of parking lots available for this meet. The back lot of the pool will be reserve
and meet management.  Officials parking passes will be available in the volunteer check-in room, locate
Aquatics Center lobby.  Officials can enter the building, once they have checked in and received their pa
the double doors that open into the corridor between the dLegacy pool and the Competition pool. 

4b. The front lot will be available on a first come, first serve basis for coaches and spectators. Any overfl
be at Milton Frank Stadium, which is across Drake Ave. from the pool.  We will have shuttles running fro

 Friday, and   on Saturday and . 

5.  We will be running 1 pool on the locker room end of the Competition Pool.  Warm up/warm down lane
available on the SportsMed Multipurpose  Room side. We will run lanes 2-9 during all AM sessions (lane
be available in the event of late adds),and we will run lanes 1-10 for all PM sessions.  

Friday

8:30 pm 6:30 am until 5:30 pm Sunday
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